International Jubilee Private School
American Syllabus (2012-2013)
(FIRST TERM)

SPELLING BEE WORDS BANK “2012-2013”

Grade: ___5__________
Week (1)
Words
1.skinny
2. risk
3. task
4. crisp
5. style

30-09-12---------04-10-12
Meanings
Very thin
Something that may
cause injury /harm
Something needs to
be done regularly
Fresh and stiff

English Teacher Name:

Week (2) 07-10-12
--------11-10-12
Words
Meanings
1.exciting
thrilling
2. amused
To make laugh,
smile
3. wrapping
To cover by paper
4. character
5. chorus

6. arrest

The means of doing
something
Take into custody

7. suggest
8. brisk

An idea
Having high energy

7. legend
8. accurate

9. spinach

Dark green plant
used as food
To take hold with
the arms or hands
To speak proudly
about himself
Sculpture in a solid
substance
To fix
A supporting
structure of a living
thing
A device used to
hide or protect
dress

9 .judge

A business
organization
A cell that provide
electric energy

17. blueprint

10. grasp
11. boast
12. statue
13. adjust
14. skeleton

15. screen
16. costumes

17. companies
18. batteries

SADIA ASIF

6. mechanic

10.occur

A person in a story
or play, honesty
Group of singers
Operator, a person
who repair
machines
Folk story
Without errors,
correct
justice

11. general

To take place,
happen
Overall, in common

12. occasion

event

13. accuse
14. nearby

blame
Close, not far

15. thumbtack

pushpin

16. hideout

A place where one
can keep out of
sight, hideaway
draft

18. clothesline

A rope in which
clothes are hung for

19. speeches
20. missiles

WEEK (3 )
WORDS
1.heroes
2. echoes

A formal discourse
An object that
thrown to strike
something at a
distance
14-10-12-------18-10-12
MEANINGS
A person admire for
his qualities
sounding

20. ledge

drying
Shaking of earth,
trembling
Shelf, edge

WEEK (4)
2110-12 -------25-10-12
WORDS
1.curious

MEANINGS
Want to know

19. earthquake

3. delicious
4. furious

5. cautious

careful

6. mysterious

Confusing, puzzling

7. hilarious

funny

8. adopt

To take up

9. optimism
10. option

hopefulness
The right to choose

11. grumble
12. rumble
13. mourn

twister
A small piece of
cloth used to wipe
the face
To become smaller
in size
The main part of
something, body
without head and
limbs
Something that calls
for special effort
Pain by sharp
pointed thing
Make stronger
To walk unsteadily,
to happen by chance
Complain, mutter
A low sound
Sorrowful, sad

Feeling nervous or
uneasy
Very tasty
angry

11. disappear
12. discovery
13. disgust

14. journey
15. detour

trip
Alternate route

14. discouragement
15. disappoint

16. harbor
17. adjourn
18. devour

port
recess
To eat up hungrily

16. discomfort
17. annoy
18. destroy

19. hoofs
20. dumb

Animal foot
Slow learner

19. loyalty
20. employ

Go out of sight
To find out
Strongly negative
feelings
To stop encouraging
To fail to meet the
expectations, let
down
uneasy
Irritate, bother
Smash, to bring to a
complete end
faithfulness
Paying job

3. tornadoes
4. handkerchief

5. shrink
6. trunk

7. challenge
8. sting
9. strengthen
10. stumble

2. anxiously

WEEK (5)

28-10-12--------01-11-12

WEEK (6) 04-1112------ 08-11-12
WORDS
1.rebellious
2. tedious
3. imperiously
4. victorious
5. confidence

WORDS
1.sniff
2. difference
3. tariff
4. unfortunately
5. unexpected

MEANINGS
smell
Unlike, contrast
Duty, tax, rate
Unluckily, bad luck
sudden

6. unbelievable
7. untouched
8. unbearable

Fantastic, incredible
new
Impossible,
incapable of being
put up with
Genuine, real,
plainly true
limitless

6. independence
7. consequence
8. correspondence

Middle of the night,
12 at night
The middle of the
stream
Difficult situation,
jam
recommend
Being fore told
Stop, forbid
Care, carefulness
To make impossible,
frustrate
communicable

11. residence

Two things that
happen at the same
time
home

12. preference

favorite

13. experienced

9. undeniable
10. unlimited

11. midnight
12. midstream
13. predicament

9. existence
10. coincidence

MEANINGS
disobedient
Boring, dull
arrogant
Successful, won
Great faith in one’s
abilities
Freedom, liberty
Conclusion, result
Letter, note,
communication by
letter
Being, life

20. anxious
Nervous, tense
WEEK (7) 11-11-12------15-11-12

20. maintenance

Skilled,
knowledgeable
Act, presentation
Help, support
door
advice
Agreement,
approval
Uneducated,
unaware
care

WORDS
1.adorable
2.renewable
3. valuable
4. charitable

WORDS
18.merchant
19. vacant
20. examine

MEANINGS
Vendor, trader
empty
To check

14. prescribe
15. predictable
16. prevention
17. precaution
18. preclude
19. contagious

MEANINGS
Very cute, lovable
To make like new
Expensive, costly
Kind in giving
money

14. performance
15. assistance
16. entrance
17. guidance
18. acceptance
19. ignorance

5. reliable
6. honorable
7. stable
8. accessible
9. terrible
10. inflexible
11. horrible
12. sensible
13.visible
14. responsible
15. eligible
16. brilliant
17. instant

Responsible,
trustworthy
respectable
fixed
Easy to get along
with, approachable
Fearful, very bad
Incapable of chance
Horror, scary,
dreadful
logical
Capable of being
seen
trustworthy
Qualified for
something
intelligent
A very short
moment of time, a
moment

SPELLING BEE WORDS BANK “2012-2013”
Grade: _____5________
Asif____________
Week-3
Words
1.accent
2.opponent
3.agent
4.decent
5.monument
6.spent
7.prevent
8apparent
9.intelligent
10.euipment
11.compliment
12.apartment
13.environment

Term: 2nd English Teacher Name: __Sadia

13-01-13---------17-01-13
Meanings
pronunciation
opposition
ambassador
good
remembrance
payout
stop
suppose
Smart, clever
outfit
Good wishes
flat
surroundings

Week 4
20-1-13------ 24-1-13
Words
1.helpless
2. fearless
3. senseless
4. thoughtless
5. blameless
6. listless
7. sleeveless
8. penniless
9. powerless
10. fearfully
11. carefully
12. tastefully
13.faithfully

Meanings
without power
unafraid
foolishness
careless
innocent
lazy
without sleeves
poor
unable
afraid
attentive
Showing good sense
loyal

14.basement
downstairs
15.astonishment
amazement
16.department
area
17.attendance
present
18.fragrance
Good smell
19.ambulance
Hospital wagon
20.tolerance
understanding
Week-5
27-01-13---------31-01-13
Words.
Meanings
1.mistaken
wrong
2. misconduct
misbehave
3. misprint
print correctly
4. misjudge
misunderstand
5. misunderstood
mistake
6. portable
moveable
7. dependable
responsible
8. remarkable
extraordinary
9. agreeable
favorable
10. suitable
proper

Week-6
Words
1.spacious
2. precious
3. unconscious
4. conscious
5. suspicious
6. obviously
7. glorious
8. faithful
9. truthful
10. cheerful
11. colorful
12. unlawful
13. grateful
14. successful
15. distasteful
16. meaningful
17. sorrowful
18. boastful
19. doubtful

03-02-13---------07-02-13
Meanings
big
valuable
not awake
aware
doubtful
clear
grand
true
reality
happy
bright
legal
thankful
victorious
disgusting
full of meaning
sadness
proud
not clear

14. gracefully
15. peacefully
16. finance
17. clearance
18. resemblance
19. misplaced
20. misbehave

beautifull movement
calm
pay for
permission
similarity
lost
bad behaviour

Words
11. debatable
12. prepares
13. prescribed
14. preffered
15. previewing
16. pretested
17. pretended
18. predicate
19. enjoyable
20. destroyers

Meanings
questionable
ready
appoint
favor
See ahead
assessment
fictional
declare
good
who destroy

Week 7 ------ 10-0213 -------- 14-02-13
Words
1.experiment
2. requirement
3. garment
4. ornament
5. pavement
6. excitement
7. announcement
8. installment
9. advancement
10. movement
11. agreement
12. leadership
13. citizenship
14. ownership
15. battleship
16. companionship
17. governorship
18. hardship
19. relationship

Meanings
to test
demands
clothes
decorate
brick
cheerful
notice
parts
promotion
action
deal
to lead
rights
holding
war
companion
function
difficulty
friendship

20. resentful
bitter
Week-8
17-02-13---------21-02-13
Words
Meanings
1.adaptation
adjustment
2. conversation
talk
3. generation
age
4. imagination
creative
5. punctuation
question marks
6. organization
arrangement
7. corporation
legal entity
8. vacation
break
9. restoration
re-stored
10. avocation
re-creation

Week-9

24-02-13---------28-02-13

Words
1.congratulations
2. demonstration
3. communication
4. condensation
5. multiplication
6. installation
7. resignation
8. alternation
9. vaccination
10. preparation
11. graduation
12. absent
13. accident
14. resident
15. innocent
16. confident
17. obedient
18. continent
19. magnificient
20. deficient

Meanings
to express hapiness
to explain
language
reduction
times
to download
surrender
change
injection
readiness
completing degree
out
mishap
city
clear
sure
respectful
mass of land
superb
short

20. membership

member

Words
11. salutation
12. menifestation
13. congregation
14. centuries
15. risk
16. style
17. grades
18. dresses
19. cutest
20. screen

Meanings
welcome
menifest
assembly
One hundred years
danger
fashion
rank
gown
attractive
covering

Week 10 03-0313------ 07-03-13
Words
1.surprised
2. decided
3. included
4. answering
5. compared
6. omitting
7. borrowed
8. satisfied
9. patrolling
10. interfered
11. exercised
12. command
13. interrupt
14. according
15. connect
16. college
17. afford
18. embassy
19. collect
10. immediate

Meanings
shocked
chose
permit
response
match
ignore
take on loan
please
protecting
block
workout
order
disturb
suitable way
join
education
able to pay for
ambassador’s office
gather
quick

SPELLING BEE WORDS BANK “2012-2013”
Grade: _____5________
Asif____________

Week- 1

Term: 3rd English Teacher Name: __Sadia

14-04-13---------18-04-13

Words
Meanings
11.compliment
Good wishes
12.apartment
flat
13.environment
surroundings
14.basement
downstairs
15.astonishment
amazement
16.department
area
17.attendance
present
18.fragrance
Good smell
19.ambulance
Hospital wagon
20.tolerance
understanding
Week-3
28-04-13---------02-05-13
Words.
11. debatable
12. prepares
13. prescribed
14. preferred
15. previewing
16. pretested
17. pretended
18. predicate
19. enjoyable
20. destroyers
Week-5
Words
11. colorful
12. unlawful
13. grateful
14. successful
15. distasteful
16. meaningful
17. sorrowful

Meanings
questionable
ready
appoint
favor
See ahead
assessment
fictional
declare
good
who destroy
12-05-13---------16-05-13
Meanings
bright
legal
thankful
victorious
disgusting
full of meaning
sadness

Week 2 21-4-13------ 25-4-13
Words
11. carefully
12. tastefully
13.faithfully
14. gracefully
15. peacefully
16. finance
17. clearance
18. resemblance
19. misplaced
20. misbehave
Week 4 ( 5-5-13 –
9-5-13)
Words
11. salutation
12. manifestation
13. congregation
14. centuries
15. risk
16. style
17. grades
18. dresses
19. cutest
20. screen
Week 6 ------ 19-0513 -------- 23-05-13
Words
11. agreement
12. leadership
13. citizenship
14. ownership
15. battleship
16. companionship
17. governorship

Meanings
attentive
Showing good sense
loyal
beautiful movement
calm
pay for
permission
similarity
lost
bad behavior

Meanings
welcome
manifest
assembly
One hundred years
danger
fashion
rank
gown
attractive
covering

Meanings
deal
to lead
rights
holding
war
companion
function

18. boastful
19. doubtful
20. resentful
Week-7

proud
not clear
bitter
26-05-13---------30-05-13

Words
11. graduation
12. absent
13. accident
14. resident
15. innocent
16. confident
17. obedient
18. continent
19. magnificent
20. deficient

Meanings
completing degree
out
mishap
city
clear
sure
respectful
mass of land
superb
short

18. hardship
19. relationship
20. membership

difficulty
friendship
member

Week 8 02-06-13----- 06-06-13
Words
11. exercised
12. command
13. interrupt
14. according
15. connect
16. college
17. afford
18. embassy
19. collect
10. immediate

Meanings
workout
order
disturb
suitable way
join
education
able to pay for
ambassador’s office
gather
quick

